This paper presents new modified QAM modem that operates at data rate of 14.4kb/s to be transmitted over 32kb/s Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM). The purpose of this modified QAM modem is to reduce the nonlinear distortion introduced by ADPCM. The performance of ADPCM is studied considering the standard QAM modem and modified QAM modem with different constellations. The simulation results show that the performance of ADPCM with modified QAM modem is better than its performance with standard QAM modem. Also, the performance with circular constellation is better than rectangular one.
INTRODUCTION
With the increase in demand for efficient use of digital communication channel, various types of highly effective speech coding methods have been developed. As one of these coding methods which was standardized by International Telecommunication Union (ITU,the previous name is International Telephone &Telegraph Consulta-tive Committee (CCITT)) as recommendation G726 is Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) [1] . The superior performance, economy and application flexibility of ADPCM relative to other bandwidth reduction techniques were the prime reasons for its selection.
The specification of ADPCM opens the door to a host of applications in telecommunication networks. These applications can be divided into three categories: telephone company use, end customer applications, and new service offerings. The recent ADPCM applications [2] [3] [4] [5] ,which represent U.S. application patents, motivate the researchers to continue doing research in this field.
In [2] , a method of packet loss concealment in ADPCM codec with a packet loss compensation (PLC) circuit is provided. The method provides a predetermined transition period between a correct signal and a substitute signal and a difference between the substitute signal and a computed prediction signal is combined with a dequantized prediction error to receive a Dequantized combined prediction error which is added to a predicted signal to provide a combined transition signal as basis for an output signal during the predetermined transition period for adapting all decoder parameters. In an embodiment, the error combiner circuit comprises at one input an analysis filterbank for downsampling of the substitute signal, received from the PLC circuit, into subband signals and at another input, an adaptive dequantization unit for the encoded, quantized, downsampled prediction error received from the input of the ADPCM decoder. An adaptive prediction unit is connected with one of two outputs to a subtractor, receiving the subband substitute signal from the analysis filterbank, and with the other output to an adder. A concealment prediction error shaper, connected to the output of the adaptive dequantization unit, is positioned between the subtractor and the adder and the output of the adder has a feedback loop to the adaptive prediction unit and leads to a synthesis filterbank for recombining the resulting combined subband substitute signals to gain an output signal. The concealment prediction error shaper produces, in a predetermined manner, a weighted sum of the dequantized prediction error and the prediction error of the subband substitute signal.
In [3] , a method for coordinating an encoder and a decoder in a wireless communication system employing discontinuous transmission was developed, the method comprising performing a syncless reset command on the encoder and the decoder, in order to bring the encoder and decoder into stable and compatible states. The syncless reset command can be implemented by setting the variables of the encoder and decoder into predetermined values, or by performing a normal reset command followed by encoding or decoding a predetermined number of predetermined sample values. An aspect of the disclosure relates to a method for coordinating an ADPCM-based encoder comprised in a transmitting unit of a communication system and an ADPCM-based decoder comprised in a receiving unit of the communication system after a silence period, wherein the communication system employs discontinuous transmission, the method comprising: the encoder performing a first syncless reset operation consequent to receiving audio data; the encoder operating on the audio data and setting one or more encoded values in a buffer of samples; the transmitting unit transmitting the content of the buffer of samples; the receiving unit receiving the content of the buffer of samples; the decoder performing a second syncless reset operation; and the decoder decoding the received content.
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In [4] , a device was invented which divides a sampled sound signal into a high frequency signal and a low frequency signal, individually encodes the high frequency signal and the low frequency signal, and generates error detection code pertinent to the high frequency ADPCM data and the low frequency ADPCM data. The device replaces data pertinent to some of a plurality of bits which configure the low frequency ADPCM data with the error detection code and transmits them. A receiver side receives the high frequency ADPCM data and the low frequency ADPCM data, and individually processes the high frequency ADPCM data and the low frequency ADPCM data in accordance with a value of the error detection code. According to the present invention, in a wireless wideband voice communication, high frequency ADPCM data and low frequency ADPCM data are individually processed by means of an error detection code that is transmitted after replacement of some of bits of the low range ADPCM data. Therefore, even when the communication environments become worse, wideband sound quality can be maintained by a fixedsize packet without changing a data rate of sound.
In [5] , a method and apparatus are provided for controlling the shaping of encoding noise during the ADPCM encoding of a digital audio input signal. The noise-shaping is carried out through the use of feedback that comprises filtering noise. The method includes the following steps: obtaining a parameter for indicating a high spectral dynamic range of the signal, the parameter indicating a risk of instability of the feedback; detecting a risk of instability by comparing the indication parameter to at least one predetermined threshold; limiting the feedback in the event that a risk of instability is detected; and gradually reactivating the feedback over a predetermined number of frames subsequent to the current frame for which the feedback is limited. Also provided is an encoder with feedback, including a control module implementing the control method as described. Thus, the method makes it possible to undertake fast and effective detection of potentially problematic signals running the risk of giving rise to phenomena of instability in the feedback. This phenomenon is thus avoided since limitation of the feedback is performed upon the appearance of these at-risk signals. This limitation can even consist of complete deactivation of this feedback. The method therefore has a preventive action on the appearance of troublesome phenomena. The reactivation of the feedback loop is thereafter undertaken in a progressive manner so as not to give rise to overly abrupt variations of the coded signals.
The main problem of ADPCM is that it adds severe nonlinear distortion to the voiceband data signal at high data rate. This problem can be solved either by modifying the algorithm of ADPCM [6] [7] [8] [9] , or by modifying the model of data transmission system [10] [11] [12] .
STRUCTURE OF ADPCM
The algorithm of 32 kb/s ADPCM which is described here is as in CCITT G.726 [1] . Fig.1 shows simplified block diagram of ADPCM codec. Two major components form the algorithm: an adaptive quantizer and an adaptive predictor. The relation between the encoder and the decoder is also depicted. The difference between them is that the encoder has adaptive quantizer(Q) and inverse adaptive quantizer(Q -1 ) ,while, the decoder has inverse adaptive quantizer only. The decoder is simply a subset of the encoder and transmits r(n) as its output instead of c(n). The adaptive predictor, which is composed of two poles and six zeros, computes an input signal estimate ŝ(n) which is subtracted from input signal s(n) resulting in a difference signal d(n). The adaptive quantizer codes d(n) into 4-bit codeword c(n) which is sent over the transmission facility. At the receiving end, an ADPCM decoder uses c(n) to attempt to reconstruct the original signal s(n). Actually, only r(n) can be reconstructed which is related to the original input signal s(n) by r(n)= s(n) + e(n)
where
is the error introduced by the quantizer, and dq(n) is the output of inverse adaptive quantizer A typical measure of the ADPCM performance is given by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
Where E denotes expectation, σs 2 is the power (or variance) of input signal, &σe 2 is the power (or variance) of the error signal. 
STANDARD AND MODIFIED MODEM
The standard QAM modem V.32 bis [13] operates at symbol rate of 2400 baud with each symbol is represented by six bits (trellis coding is excluded) giving data rate of 2400x6=14.4 kb.s -1 . The number of points in M-ary QAM constellation is equal to 2 6 = 64 points. The design of QAM constellation plays important role in reducing the effect of channel noise, also, in reducing the distortion of ADPCM. Some of constellations which are considered here are shown in Fig. 2 , for 64-point, rectangular, & (6, 12, 19, 27 ) circular. Because of symmetry, parts of rectangular and circular constellations are drawn.
The modified QAM modem operates at symbol rate of 2880 baud with each symbol is represented by five bits (trellis coding is excluded) giving data rate of 2880x5 = 14.4kb.s -1 , with 2 5 = 32-point constellation. Fig. 3 shows some of 32-point constellations, rectangular, (4, 11, 17) ,& (5,11,16) circular. Fig.4 shows the model of data transmission used to measure the performance of ADPCM. This model consists of four parts. The first part is random data generator which generates binary data (each 6-bit/5-bit mapped into one of 64-point/32-point of QAM constellation). The second part is QAM transmitter with an output having symbol rate of 2400/2880 baud and data rate of 2400 × 6 bits =2880 × 5 bits = 14.4 kb.s -1 . The third part is ADPCM codec having an input s(n), and an output r(n) which are used to calculate SNR given in Eq.(3). The forth part is the QAM receiver. The comparison between standard an modified modems shows that the performance of ADPCM with modified modem is better than standard modem by approximately 0.9dB for rectangular constellation and 1dB for circular constellation. 
